Glen India Accredited 5 Star Ratings by Experts
Glen India is a premium brand in the category of kitchen appliances. Over years now Glen has
delivered world class service and quality in its products, which has been recognized every
now and then. The Right Choice Magazine has declared Glen Mixer Grinder GL 4022, as one of
the best available products in the market, as judged on the bases of performance, pricing and
product features.
The leader in premium kitchen appliances, Glen India has once again topped the performance
charts, with its mixer grinder GL 4022, rated high amongst all the other brands. This rating
has been given by THE RIGHT CHOICE MAGAZINE, which selected 33 models to the lab for
testing the performance. The rating has been allotted on the bases of performance in mixing,
chopping, grinding, convenience and noise.

The right choice lab experts are backed with more than 50 years of experience in product
testing and test more than 2700 new products every year. The results are derived on the
bases of price, running cost, usability, efficiency and reliability. As per the test conducted by
Right Choice lab experts Glen Mixer Grinder GL 4022 chops and grind faster and finer. It just
took it 41 seconds to mixing dosa dough as compared to other such models which took 2-3
minutes to do the same job. Also the dough was smooth and consistent.
As per the magazine Glen GL 4022 is a value for money buy. Glen Mixer Grinder has scored
84% with a “5” star rating in mixing, chopping, grinding & convenience.
Glen GL 4022 jars are fitted with special oil seals to prevent the food to come in contact with
the bush making it food safe. The impressive compact design and unbreakable lids made of
polycarbonate make it a smart appliance. It has a powerful 750W motor with 3 speed settings
for perfect grinding and mixing results. It comes with a 5 years warranty on the motor.
The right choice magazine has declared Glen Mixer grinder GL 4022 “A RIGHT CHOICE” for all
the smart homemakers and thus recognized the Glen’s efforts in giving a good quality product
to the Indian consumers.

